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GP4M – Automatic Pay Station User’s Guide
Limited Warranty
GREEN Center and GreenPro are registered trademarks of GREEN Center s.r.o., registered at the national Industrial Property
Office (“ÚPV”), including graphical formats.
The crossed dustbin symbol tells the user that, after the product life cycle has terminated, it must be disposed of in
compliance with the Waste Electric and Electronic Equipment Directive in the EU. This Directive does not apply only
to this equipment but also to any accessories marked by this symbol.
GREEN Center follows a policy of continuous development and improvement of its products, therefore, it reserves
the right to make changes and improvements to the product(s) specified in this guide, without any prior notice.
GREEN Center is under no circumstances liable for any loss of data or income or for any strange, accidental, consequential or
indirect damage caused in whatever way.
GREEN Center provides a standard warranty, corresponding to the warranty period set out in the sales documents to the
product – sales agreement, contract for work, invoice or completion certificate. Certain system parts are not subject to this
warranty, but are subject to a warranty corresponding to the equipment life cycle (e.g. GP4M receipt printer- approx. 300.000
print operations).
The equipment manufacturer or an authorized dealer will provide the necessary consumable material – thermoprinter paper –
in short delivery times and in the ordered quantity. If you choose to use a different supplier, the qualitative parameters of the
thermopaper must be approved by the equipment manufacturer or an authorized dealer. If the user uses unapproved
thermopaper, they risk losing the warranty in relation to the equipment life cycle for the GP4M pay station ticket printer.
The ideal location for the GP4M pay station installation is a dry place inside a building. If this requirement cannot be fulfilled, a
roof must be provided to protect the pay station and customers from adverse weather conditions and to shield the banknote
scanner from direct sunlight, which can cause deterioration of banknotes legibility. Poor legibility or illegibility altogether also
occurs with wet, creased, torn, wrinkled, disfigured or otherwise damaged banknotes, as well as in banknotes with bent corners,
and when using only banknote parts or counterfeit notes.
Despite our technicians’ professional care applied during the process of development, component selection and equipment
assembly, the banknote reader and the coin validator may show certain error-rate in the order of tenths per mille.
The following principles must be observed to ensure good equipment function:
1 – The regular cleaning of the banknote reader guide path, particularly of reading sensors and coin chute track,
including coin validator, by the equipment operator. Recommended cleaning interval is once a week.
2 – The performance of regular paid monthly (or quarterly at less frequently used equipment) maintenance an
authorized service centre. If these maintenance inspections are not contractually ordered with and performed by an authorized
service centre, the customer is no longer entitled to the supplier’s warranty.
3 – Every 2 years, a general inspection has to be performed.
The regular maintenance set out in 1 above – the cleaning of equipment parts – is performed by the customer’s (operator’s) own
trained personnel, the maintenance set out in points 2 and 3 above has to be agreed between the customer and the
manufacturer or an authorized dealer.
CAUTION: The use of control elements, adjustment or other interference with an open barcode
scanner may cause hazardous exposure. Customers are forbidden to perform any maintenance
on the laser scanner at any time. Under any circumstances do not look into the laser beam even
though the scanner might seem non-functional. Do not open the scanner, if this could lead to
direct sight into the apparatus by yourself or any other person as failure to do so can cause
dangerous exposure for eyes. Use of optical tools with installed laser can lead to the risk of eye damage.
This User Guide is intended for maximum configuration of the automatic pay station. Therefore, it is highly probable the GP4M
automatic pay station configuration that you have purchased will not contain all the components specified below.
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Prologue
Dear Madam,
Dear Sir,
you have become the owner of a new, improved product from GREEN Center – GP4M
automatic pay station – GreenPro®. First, allow us to thank you for choosing this
product. The fact that you have chosen our company for the implementation of your
plans related to the management of car entries or parking is both binding and
motivating for us and for our future work.
The GP4M automatic pay station is the successor to the GP3M automatic pay station.
Its new modern design not only provides a higher mechanical strength but also allows
further components to be integrated into the system as e.g. a banknote changer,
contactless credit card reader, hoppers for bigger volumes of returned coins, etc.
The GP4M automatic pay station is based on the expertise gained through the
operation of similar equipment. The design of mechanical parts emphasizes especially
their simplicity which renders this product very reliable. This was achieved by using
certain components of serial production verified by long-term use in difficult operating
conditions, other parts were designed specifically for the GP4M automatic pay station
using special technologies and surface finishes.
The combination of zinc plated varnished cabinet with stainless steel components is
suitable even for hard climatic conditions. The internal heater with constant air
circulation provides all equipment installed in the pay station with optimum operating
temperature and relative humidity.
This GP4M automatic pay station is a result of design solution, careful selection of
used materials, constant inspection of parts during their production and assembly,
observing technical standards and technological procedures, long-term intensive
testing and operation trials. The product is thus suitable for intensive, non-stop, 24 hour
operation, in various climatic conditions with high durability and with minimal
maintenance requirements.
We believe you will be satisfied with our product. As our development division is
continuously working on improvements of GP4M, we will appreciate your comments
and inspiring ideas. SATISFIED CUSTOMERS – this is the target of our company and
we can only achieve this by establishing communication between you and our
company.
And final advice. Although we presume the GP4M automatic pay station will be
installed and regularly serviced by an authorized service centre, please, read this
Guide - you will find here much useful information contributing to GP4M reliable
operation. If you need to preset parameters and make the setting, please, contact your
dealer; definitely avoid the trial-and-error method, your will avoid many problems and
save much money.
We wish you to become a member of our SATISFIED CUSTOMERS group.

GREEN Center s.r.o.
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Terminology – system of type indication

GP4M

[Xx…]
Xx – Any number of double-digit abbreviations specifying
optional components of the automatic pay station according to
required functions

Ic
intercom
Bv
banknote reader
Cv
coin validator incl. coin return (limited quantity)
Bd
banknote return device
Cr
payment card reader
Hp
containers for coin return - Hoppers
Bc
banknote changer
Cp
contactless reader of payment cards
Ts
touch display
Sb
samouzamykatelná pokladna na přijaté mince
Product indication: GP4M – Automatic Pay Station
Basic configuration includes: cabinet, control system, receipt printer, locking
system, heater, power supply, control SW and communication system, LCD
display, banknote reader and coin validator

Indication of the automatic pay station standard configuration:
GP4M
Optional components need to be specified in the order, e.g.:
GP4M BdIc

- Automatic pay station standard configuration with
optional components: incl. banknote return and
communication

or e.g.:
GP4M BdCrIc

GREEN Center s.r.o.

- Automatic pay station standard configuration with
optional components: incl. banknote return, payment
card reader and communication
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Description and Use of GP4M Automatic Pay Station

3.1

Automatic Pay Station Use

The GP4M automatic pay station is designed for unattended collection of parking fees
in high-capacity garages, hotel car parks, public and private car parks or company
parking areas.
The integration of the GP4M automatic pay station into the GPP parking system
consisting of the GP4T entry and exit terminals, the GP4B FC automatic road barriers
and controlled by the GPD data station or GPDK data station with manual pay station,
possibly equipped with further accessories, results in a compact parking system
offering a possibility of a car park unattended automatic operation. Unattended
automatic operation is understood only in the short-term, i.e. the operation of a car park
equipped with such a system does not require constant presence of staff – a person
collecting parking fees. This person, however, has to be accessible and available for
solving possible problems related both to the system operation and use.

3.2

Description of the Automatic Pay Station and its Construction

Automatic pay station
cabinet

LED illumination of
the front panel

(13) Automatic pay
station front door with
control components

(12) Automatic pay
station base

Fig. 1 – GP4M Automatic Pay Station – general view

GREEN Center s.r.o.
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Fig. 2 – GP4M Automatic Pay Station with payment cards terminal

The automatic pay station is depicted on Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. It consits of a painted
cabinet made of steel metal plate of 1.5mm thickness and heavy duty fibreglass, zinc
plated, with surface treatment. The front door (13) of 2mm thickness is painted with
RAL 9006 – White aluminium and equipped with all user components of the GP4M
automatic pay station. The whole device is placed on a base (12). The upper part of the
automatic pay station is equipped with a small roof exceeding the front door vertical
level thus providing certain protection against weather impact. At the same time, the
lower part of the small roof contains the LED illumination for the front panel. The
cabinet, due to its construction and used materials, can, to a certain extent, resist
attempted forcible entry. The standard combination of used colours, RAL 6029 – Mint
Green, RAL 9006 – White Alluminium and RAL 7043 – Traffic Grey, can be changed
for an additional charge according to the investor’s requirements.

GREEN Center s.r.o.
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3.3 GP4M Automatic Pay Station Front Panel
The door locks (13) open electronically, via the control unit software, via an ID card and
a user’s PIN code. This provides maximum possible security and, at the same time,
any person opening the automatic pay station gets registered. The opening is
performed in four steps:

Fig. 3. GP4M Automatic pay station front panel
6. Banknote reader 13. Automatic pay station front
door 14. Graphic touch display with additional control
buttons 15. Coin validator slot for coin chute 19.
Communication 18. Compartment for returned coins,
banknotes, receipts 21. Parking card bar code
reader 23.Payment cards terminal

1.

the ID card is placed to the reader and read (21 Fig. 3.)

2.

the PIN code is entered via buttons or directly on the touch display

3.
4.

the opening of electronic locks is activated in the menu
the door is opened

The door control in the GP4M system is secured by the open door limit switch (3)
together with the sensors of each of the locks (2) with counterparts (26) Fig. 4.
All control and information features are placed on the front panel (the door) of the
automatic pay station. Individual features indicated with graphic symbols and numbers
from 1 to 3 specifying gradual steps when paying parking fees make the payment at
the automatic pay station easier for the client. The automatic pay station front panel is
depicted on Fig. 3. including the description of individual components.

GREEN Center s.r.o.
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Description of the Automatic Pay Station Internal Layout

The internal layout of the GP4M automatic pay station is depicted on Fig. 4
(components that are placed in the cabinet) and on Fig. 5 (components that are placed
on the inner side of the door).

Fig. 4 Internal layout of the cabinet – GP4M 1. Automatic
pay station cabinet equipped with a collar carrying built-in
illumination 2. Closing electric locks with the detection of
opened door 3. Integrated control unit 4. Distributor of
power supply and control 5. Banknote validator holder 6.
Banknote validator 7. Coin chute leading into the coin
cash box 8. Coin cash box 9. Heater 10. Banknote return
device 11. Power supply 12. Cabinet base with the door
13.Coin validator 14. Coin chute leading into the
compartment

All components of the automatic pay station are placed inside of the cabinet (1) and on
the front door (13). The automatic pay station front door is locked via two locks (2). If
locked, the automatic pay station door is secured via counterparts (26).
After the door has been opened, most of the devices installed in the automatic pay
station are freely accessible. In this chapter, the basic layout of all features and their

GREEN Center s.r.o.
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functions in the system will be described. Some complicated more component groups
will be addressed later in greater detail.

Fig. 5. Internal layout – door – GP4M
13. Automatic pay station door 14. Colour
graphic display with additional buttons 15. Coin
slot with electromagnetic closing 16. Coin chute
labyrinth 17. Banknote chute 18. Compartment
for returned coins, banknotes, receipts 19.
Loudspeaker and communication button 20.
Intercom 21. Bar code reader for parking tickets
and cards 22. Receipt printer 23. Credit card
reader with a keyboard 25. Door hinges 26. Door
locks counterparts 28. Bolt for the door
emergency opening

In the upper part of the automatic pay station cabinet, on the right sidewall, a plastic
distribution box is placed which contains the power supply distribution (4). The
230V/10A power supply, terminals for the connection of peripherals power supply and
a socket for maintenance purposes are located here. Power supply units (11) are
placed below the distribution box. The automatic pay station control unit including
communication boards (3) are placed above the distribution box. This whole system will
be described in greater detail in one of the following chapters.
In the bottom left corner, the banknote return equipment (10) is placed. The equipment
can hold about 1000 banknotes of one denomination. Banknotes dispensed by the
system are guided through a banknote chute (17) to the compartment (18) where the
customer receives them.
In the left middle part of the cabinet, the banknote validator (reader) (6) is placed on a
holder (5). The electromechanical container of collected banknotes in the form of a
small lockable case is located under the reader. Banknotes are gradually, one-by-one,
placed by the client to the validator (6) through the slot in the front panel. The drive
inside of the validator slot overtakes the inserted banknote and draws it over the

GREEN Center s.r.o.
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validator scanner. Within the set sensitivity, the banknote authenticity is recognized as
well as its value and the banknote is either stored in the container or returned to the
customer as unacceptable.
On the door of the automatic pay station, in the upper right corner, the coin insertion
slot (15) is installed. From the inside, the slot is fitted with a movable steel closure
controlled by an electromagnet that opens the slot only, if the automatic pay station is
ready to accept coins, or cash, i.e. after the parking ticket has been read, until the
value of inserted cash reaches the minimum value of required payment. This slot
closure prevents the insertion of coins or other objects into the automatic pay station
when payment is not carried out. Under the slot, the coin chute labyrinth (16) is located.
The chute directs inserted coins to the coin validator “throat” and guides the coin in
such a way to eliminate its rotation and reduce the coin speed when entering the
throat. Further, it prevents the inserting of foreign objects by vandals. Coins accepted
by the validator are either added to the coin validator container (see below) or fall
through to the coin cash box (8) located in the bottom right corner of the automatic pay
station cabinet. The coin cash box, with the capacity of approx. 2000 coins, is made of
2mm thick stainless steel sheet. It is equipped with a handle on the front side so the
cash box could be removed from the automatic pay station easily and, if necessary,
taken to a safe place. Further, it is equipped with a lock which fixes the cash box to the
automatic pay station. This solution enables common service operations, e.g.
replenishing printer paper, to be done by personnel not authorized to collect cash.
Coins that have not been accepted or returned coins are directed to the compartment
(18) at the bottom of the door.
Behind the coin cash box, the heater (9) is located, thus providing stable temperature
inside of the automatic pay station in case of varying climatic conditions – the heater is
described further in this guide.
In the middle of the door, the reader of parking cards and proxy cards (21) is located
for access. This is a laser scanner with mirror-reflected laser beams. The reader
beams are of class I. – see the caution notice in the Limited Warranty chapter. Beams
are projected in three various directions which greatly improves the parking card
barcode reading. The reading distance from the outside glass is 3-12 cm from the
reader protective glass. The automatic pay station can be also equipped with the
reader of magnetic stripe cards and, possibly, also with the dispenser of these cards.
An important subsystem of the automatic pay station is the display (14) which is
located in the middle upper part of the door. The display will be described in greater
detail in another chapter. A large underlit colour display with an option to install a touch
screen (for an additional charge) is used, additionally equipped with 6 mechanical
buttons for the automatic pay station control. During the payment at the automatic pay
station, the touch screen and/or buttons are the basic communication components
between the customer and the automatic pay station which displays e.g. the amount of
payment, request for a receipt, communication language selection and other important
information.
The printer of receipts and service confirmations (22) is placed above the
compartment. The print is performed on thermo paper of 60 mm width and printed
materials fall directly into the compartment (18). More detailed description of the
printer, including paper feeding, is included in a separate chapter.

GREEN Center s.r.o.
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Description of the Automtatic Pay Station Power Supply
Distribution Box and the Control Unit

Caution! Risk of injury caused by electricity. Access to the distribution box is permitted
only to duly certified persons in compliance with electrotechnical regulations effective in
the country of the automatic pay station operation. During standard operation, the
distribution box must be properly covered!
Plastic distribution
box

Terminals of
inputs/outputs
of the aut. pay
station cabinet

3x Terminal board of
power supply voltage
of 24V for peripherals
and the control unit

Terminal of common
earthing (green)
Terminal of the
neutral (blue)

Switch with a
warning light

Input/output
terminals of the
mains voltage power
supply

Maintenance
socket 220V
10A

Fig. 6 GP4M Control unit

The automatic pay station power supply is secured via power supply (usually 2 sources
of power supply) placed in the right bottom corner of the automatic pay station (Fig. 4
location 11). The supply and distribution of the mains power supply voltage is
performed via mains voltage power supply terminals and neutral and earthing
terminals. The switch with a warning light is used for the automatic pay station to be
switched off. The maintenance socket is used for emergency connection of
maintenance tools. !!! Warning! The maintenance socket is continuously live, even
if the main switch is turned off !!! The terminal board of power supply voltage of 24V
is used for the distribution of the 24V voltage to the automatic pay station individual
peripherals and control unit. Input and output terminals of the cabinet are used for
joining logical levels of individual sensors and control features of the automatic pay
station cabinet.

GREEN Center s.r.o.
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Board of inputs
and outputs

RESET and
POWER buttons
Unit hard drive

Converter
board on the
CAN serial bus

LAN network
connection
Memory

Control unit

Processor
Fig. 7 GP4M power supply distribution box

The GP4M automatic pay station operation and responses to external impulses are
mediated by the control unit that is based on an industrial PC. The control unit is placed
on the mounting board on the right side above the plastic distribution box. It is covered
by a metal cover. To remove the cover, the screws on the front side need to be
unscrewed. The cover can then be opened on the back hinge.
The communication with most of the automatic pay station peripherals is performed via
the CAN serial bus. The converter for this internal communication is placed on the
mounting board at the bottom, behind the main control unit. The board of inputs and
outputs of the device main distribution box is placed above this converter. Further
peripherals of the automatic pay station are connected mostly via the CAN serial bus
and their converters are always placed directly at the relevant peripheral devices.
Some peripherals (e.g. the printer) are connected directly to the control unit.

GREEN Center s.r.o.
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Description of the MEI CASHFLOW SC Banknote Validator

Banknote reader (banknote validator) – Fig. 8 is an important part of the automatic pay
station and is used for accepting banknotes in the currency of the state where the
automatic pay station has been istalled. In practice, it would be possible to accept also
different currencies (e.g. CZK and EUR), however, this could lead to possible problems
associated with the calculation of conversion rates, with the updating of exchange
rates, with the return of banknotes in case of cancellation, etc. For these reasons, the
automatic pay station is usually programmed just for one specific currency.

Banknote
reader power
supply

Banknote
reader

Banknote
insertion slot
Banknote
reader cabinet
incl. electronic
parts
Container of
accepted
banknotes
Container lock

Fig. 8 Banknote validator with the container of accepted banknotes

Banknote validator can be programmed for accepting currencies of up to 6 different
denominations, the real highest value of an accepted banknote depends on a specific
amount of the parking fee as the automatic pay station can only return coins and the
supply of coins for return is limited. Due to the software limitations, therefore, the
possibility of using higher value banknotes is not available when the parking fee is low.
The above stated limitations are not effective for automatic pay stations equipped with
the banknote return device.

GREEN Center s.r.o.
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Certain principles apply also to the banknotes used by the client. If these principles are
not kept, the validator is unable to accept the banknotes. The banknotes must be
complete, must not be torn, strongly creased, contain any written notes, stained with
liquids and, further, they must not be wet or damp, folded, etc. However, even the
banknotes that look all right at first sight may belong to series (issues) that are not
recognized by the validator. With regard to the necessity to ensure a certain security
standard of accepted banknotes, a certain level of security needs to be set and, of
course, this may cause certain problems related to the accepting of some banknotes.
The banknote reader consists of the banknote reader device (Fig. 8.), that contains
sensors for detecting the banknote validity. Different types of sensors are used for the
detecting of banknote validity: optoelectronic devices, setting of the thickness for
accepted banknotes, etc. It needs to be realized that this component is a rather
delicate electronic mechanical part and a rough incosiderate external intervention may
disrupt its setting.
There is a container of accepted banknotes located below the banknote reader. The
container is a removable lockable portable drawer designed for the delivery of revenue
collected in banknotes. The container can fit approximately 300 pcs of aligned
banknotes.

Fig. 9 MEI
CASHFLOW SC
banknote reader
without banknote
container

GREEN Center s.r.o.
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Components of the MEI CASHFLOW SC Banknote Validator

Fig. 10 Components of the MEI CASHFLOW SC banknote validator
1. Light bar

14. Common acceptor modules

2. Lensed receiver

15. PC style edge connector interface
cards

3. Custom bar-code reader

16. Acceptor release latch

4. 100MHz DSP Processor

17. Note path release

5. Early not pick-up

18. Dispute resolution window

6. Smooth sealed note parth

19. Entry guide&power mounting

7. Direct roller drive

20. Configuration button

8. Ridges mate with acceptor

21. Diagnostic LED

9. Internal direct roller drive elevator

22. USB service port

10. Short note path

23. User interface

11. Durable welded plastic exterior

24. Flexible handle

12. Recessed plastic gears

25. Cash box latches

13. Dual lock capability

GREEN Center s.r.o.
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Cleaning of the Acceptor Module

Note: First of all, you have to remove the acceptor module from the chassis to open the
front sensor area. Forcing the sensor area open without removing the accceptor
module from the chassis may damage the unit. Remember to turn the power supply
OFF before performing the cleaning!
-

Remove the acceptor module from the chassis.

Fig. 11 Removing the acceptor module

-

Open the acceptor module by placing the palm of your hand on the
front of the module and placing your fingers around the top of the
yellow cover as shown on the picture below. Pull the cover toward
your hand and then lift it up, opening the module head fully.

Fig. 12 Opening of the acceptor module

-

Remove all foreign objects from the note path.

-

Wipe the note path and sensor areas as needed with a soft damp
cloth. For stubborn dirt, a small amount of mild non-abrasive soap
may be added to the water before dampening the cloth. Make sure no
streaks or residual soap remain on the note path.

Note: SC83 does not require the use of a cleaning card. Never use a petroleum-based
product to clean this device! Petroleum based products will damage the note path. Mild
non-abrasive soap is preferred over alcohol.
Calibration
The SC83 module was designed not to require calibration. Thus, the unit has no switch
settings or calibration mode that allows a user to perform calibration. Calibration may
only be performed by MEI trained technicians.

GREEN Center s.r.o.
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Description of the NRI Currenza C2 Coin Validator

The GP4M automatic pay station is equipped with the coin validator of the NRI
manufacturer. The individual parts of the device - see
Fig.

13. The coin validator throat is placed in the upper left part, the lever for coin

release is next to it. The display and keyboard buttons are located in the middle of the
front side. These components are used for maintenance functions and depend on the
coin validator model. Therefore, some models do not include all components.
Coin validator throat

Coin release lever

Coin validator

Maintenance connector

Coin sorting

Safeguard for coin
sorter cleaning

Buttons and display

Latch – removing coin
cassette
Tube cassette

Dispensing unit

Fig. 13: Layout of the coin validator components

Tubes for coin return are placed in the lower part of the coin validator front side and the
coin return slot is located in the bottom wall. The Currenza coin validator can be
connected to other devices via a cable used for power supply and communication.
With the
exception of the maintenance steps described below, we recommend to all
Vyplácecí
jednotka
customers to turn to an authorized repair and maintenance organization to perform all
other operations!
If a coin gets stuck in the validator or sorter, the device needs to be cleaned. To solve
this problem, it is very often sufficient only to tap on the coin validator.

GREEN Center s.r.o.
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Depending on where the coin got stuck, we proceed according to the following steps to
release it:
a. Press the coin release lever
b. Uncover the coin validator path - see Fig. 14
c. Press the safeguard for the coin sorter cleaning (Fig. 145) and open the coin
sorter cover (Fig. 146) After we have removed the coin and cleaned any dirt, we
will restore the coin validator to its original state

Fig. 14 Cleaning A

Fig. 15: Cleaning B

A

B

Fig. 16: Cleaning C

C

If a coin gets stuck in tubes or in the dispensing unit, they also need to be cleaned.
First, remove the coin cassette - see Fig. 17. Lift the latch for the removing of coin
cassette and move the cassette up and then out moving it in the horizontal direction.

B
Fig. 17 Tube cassette removal

GREEN Center s.r.o.
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After the required work has been done, return the tube cassette back and the coin
validator is ready to work.
Any other operations are to be performed by an authorized repair and maintenace
organization.

GREEN Center s.r.o.
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Display and Buttons

The automatic pay station is equipped with a graphic colour display and 6 buttons that
provide customers with information on the state of the automatic pay station and via
which services offered by the automatic pay station can be accepted.
Fig. 18 Colour graphic display and buttons
Fig. 18 shows a colour graphic
display. There are 6 mechanical
buttons placed on both sides of
the display. Their respective
functions are depicted on the
display, next to each button.
When using the touch panel, a
display finger touch works equally
as
pressing
the
relevant
mechanical button.
The data on the display inform the customer of the currently running automatic pay
station operations – total sum to be paid, total sum that has already been paid, current
values of accepted banknotes or coins, language selection option, current date and
time, and other necessary information. After scanning the ID card and entering the
access PIN code, the display provides the car park operator with information on further
possible procedures. Both the customer and the operator select their desired option by
pressing a relevant button. The automatic pay station reacts immediately to the
required option by executing the relevant function. The display also reacts and updates
the displayed information.
For more detailed description of the display functions and control options, please, refer
to the Manual describing the automatic pay station software.
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Receipt Printer
Paper holder

Paper movement forward + the
cutter
Insertion opening for paper
feeding
Control buttons
Hinged thermal print head
Print head arresting lever
Fig. 19 – GPX Bp Receipt printer

The ticket printer is one of the most important and sensitive components of the whole
parking system. Therefore, it needs to be handled with utmost care.
The main parts of the printer include the thermo printing mechanism, unfolding cutter
for separating individual parking tickets, printer plastic cover with holes for pins that are
placed on the iron holder for the printer inside of the automatic pay station and the
connecting cable. The paper path runs from the paper roll placed on the paper holder
behind the printer through the opening in the plastic cover into the printing mechanism
and into the cutter. From here, it continues to the paper outlet and further into the slot
(20) in the front door of the automatic pay station. The way how to insert paper will be
described in chapter: Inserting a new paper roll into the printer.
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Heater

Vents

Heater cover

Thermoregulator

Intake vents
Fig. 20 GPT Ht set heater

As some of the automatic pay station components need a constant and guaranteed
temperature for their functioning, the station must be heated during the winter. Another
function of the heater is to prevent the condensation of air humidity on components and
on the cabinet walls. The heater is a very simple device comprising of a fan and a
heating coil (700W). The regulator switches the heater on and off. Overheating of the
heater is prevented by a heat fuse which is part of the heating coil. The fuse returns
automatically after the temperature settles.
Under NO circumstances cover the intake or exhaust openings of the heater as
this could cause damage and even a fire!!!
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Process of Payment at the Automatic Pay Station

4.1

Automatic Pay Station Control

Six buttons placed beside the screen are designed for the automatic pay station
control. If there is any function allocated to some of the buttons, this function is
depicted on the display next to the respective button. Buttons with no function depicted
on the display are non-functional.

4.1.1

Waiting for the Customer

During the idle state when the automatic pay station is functional and waits for a
customer to arrive, descriptions of functions of individual buttons are displayed as well
as information on current time and date that is valid within the parking system.

Fig. 21 Display in idle state

If the issue of replacement cards, in case of a card loss, is permitted, the right upper
button is used for the activation of the sequence for the issue of a new card. In the
opposite case, the button is non-functional.
Left lower button allows to activate the video guide.
The accepting of coins and banknotes is prohibited during the waiting for a customer.
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Accepting Payments

The automatic pay station becomes activated after the parking card has been placed to
the reader indicated as 1 and the parking card number has been read. On the basis of
this information, the automatic pay station ascertains the parking fee that is to be paid.
This amount together with the amount that the customer has already paid as well as
the card number and the denominations of currencies that are currently being accepted
are depicted on the display. (In this case, only coins with the 5, 10, 20 and 50
denominations are accepted.)

Fig. 22 Parking fee display

During the payment, the slot is opened, the accepting of coins and banknotes is
permitted and the automatic pay station waits for the insertion of required cash.
Individual types of payment are indicated by n. 2 and a green arrow flashes at currently
active devices. The payment can be cancelled by pressing the Cancel button.
If the payment is terminated prematurely by pressing the Cancel button, the automatic
pay station interrupts the accepting of cash and, according to the current setting, it
returns the accepted money or prints out a credit note for the accepted amount.
If the payment is interrupted for a longer time, the device performs automatic
cancellation of payment after a predetermined time period from the last accepted coin
or banknote has lapsed. The time remaining until the automatic cancellation of
payment is depicted graphically via a green round on the bottom right of the middle
windlow.
The automatic pay station can be configured to return money after cancellation. In a
situation where it would not be possible to return all paid amount correctly, if this was
needed, the payment in process is terminated automatically and a statement specifying
the reason for the cancellation is displayed for the customer.
The denominations that are accepted by the automatic pay station are shown in the
upper part of the display during the payment. The currently accepted denominations
are always green illuminated. Grey denominations are not currently accepted.
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Depending on the supply of coins for return, the paid amount and the value of
parameter determining the maximum returned amount, this list is updated during the
payment.
The automatic pay station can accept fifteen coin denominations of one currency at
maximum and can return six coin denominations out of the accepted at maximum. The
coins whose denominations are lower than the lowest coin denomination the coin
validator can return are not accepted by the automatic pay station and are returned
automatically. The coins that have not been recognized are also returned
automatically. The coins whose denominations are higher than the highest
denomination the coin validator can return are accepted by the automatic pay station
only if they are depicted on the display as permitted.
The automatic pay station can accept sixteen banknote denominations at maximum.
The banknotes of other denominations or banknotes that cannot be recognized are not
accepted by the automatic pay station and are returned automatically. The automatic
pay station accepts only the banknotes depicted on the display as permitted.
If the automatic pay station refuses to accept the inserted banknote, the reason for the
refusal is displayed (banknote unrecognized or not accepted). This information remains
on the display until the returned banknote is removed from the reader.
When making payment with banknotes, they need to be inserted into the slot one by
one, unfolded, perpendicularly to the slot in the middle of its width.
Prior to the commencement of the payment, the customer has to decide what form of
payment he/she will use. There are several options depending on the automatic pay
station equipment:
-

to pay in cash, i.e. to use banknotes or coins or both

-

to pay with a payment card, the accepting of individual types of
credit cards (VISA, EC/MC, AMEX, etc.) depends on the particular
installation and contract between the car park operator and the
bank.

If the required parking fee is zero, card information including the time limit within which
the car park can be left appears on the display.
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Fig. 23 Display of information upon leaving the car park after the payment of parking fee

4.1.3

Receipt Printing and Overpayment Return

After the required amount has been paid, the accepting of coins and banknotes is
terminated. Any surplus is returned by the automatic pay station into the compartment
indicated as 3 and further operation of the automatic pay station depends on the
current value of the “Issue of the receipt“ parameter.


If the issue of receipts is prohibited, the automatic pay station terminates the
communication with the customer, displays the time for the exit from the car
park and transfers to the idle state.



If the issue of receipt is permitted only upon request, a question appears on
the automatic pay station display, whether the customer wishes the receipt to
be printed.
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Fig. 24 Selection of receipt printing

If the YES button is pressed, the required document is printed immediately. If the NO
button is pressed, the document printing is suppressed.
After one of the buttons has been pressed and the receipt has been printed, if required,
the communication with the customer terminates. The time for the exit from the car
park is displayed and the automatic pay station transfers to the idle state.
The device transfers into this state also when no button on the display has been
pressed within the defined time limit. The time remaining until the automatic transfer to
the idle state is depicted graphically by a green round in the bottom right corner.


If the issue of receipts is permitted always, after the payment has been
completed, the automatic pay station issues a receipt to every customer,
displays the time for the exit from the car park and transfers to the idle state.

The printed receipt also falls into the compartment for the dispensing of overpayments
and is indicated by number 3.
After these steps have been performed, the card is ready to exit. Information on the
time for exit is displayed on further screen that looks as follows:
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Fig. 25 Information on the display after the completion of payment transactions

4.2 Error Messages
In the Payment Accepting Mode, the following error messages are assessed and
transmitted to the superior computer:


Lack of coins in tubes
This error message is activated, if the coin supply of any coin denomination
that the coin validator is able to return drops below the value defined by the
relevant parameter.



Empty tubes
This error message is activated, if the coin supply of any coin denomination
that the coin validator is able to return drops to zero.



Banknote reader error
This error message is generated, if one of the following two errors occur
during the work with the banknote reader:
– the banknote reader connection failure
– error reported by the banknote reader (creased banknote, breakdown).



Overfilling of the automatic pay station cash boxes
This error message is activated, if the automatic pay station cash boxes
contain more banknotes or coins than is defined by relevant parameters.

The following error messages may appears on the automatic pay station display:


Cannot return, payment cancelled!
This error message is activated, when the automatic pay station does not
contain coins to return the required amount. At the same time as this
message appears, the automatic pay station performs automatic payment
cancellation and the paid amount is returned to the customer.



Electrostatic discharge!
If an electrostatic discharge occurs during payment, which is so strong that it
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causes the automatic pay station restart, this error message is displayed
during the restart. During the restart, also the paid amount is returned.





Coin validator not found!
If the coin validator cannot be restarted (the coin validator does not respond
or reports an error) during the programme restart, this error message is
displayed and the programme operation is terminated.



Printer error!
This error message is displayed, if a printer is not connected to the automatic
pay station or if a printer error occurs.



Unrecognized banknote!
The banknote reader did not recognize the inserted banknote and rejected it.
Depending on the banknote reader type, the error message is displayed
either for 2 seconds or until the banknote is removed from the reader.

High banknote denomination!
The banknote reader has recognized the inserted banknote but the automatic
pay station does not accept banknotes of this denomination (too high banknote
denomination). Depending on the banknote reader type, the error message is
displayed either for 2 seconds or until the banknote is removed from the reader.
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Out of Order Mode

If the communication between the automatic pay station and the superior computer has
been interrupted, the “Out of order“ statement appears on the display of the automatic
pay station. The automatic pay station then stops to respond to customers’
requirements as, without the connection to the superior computer, the device cannot
perform its functions correctly.
After the connection has been restored, the automatic pay station recognizes this fact,
the “Out of order“ statement is deleted and the automatic pay station starts to operate.

Fig. 26 Out of order mode

The Out of order mode can be activated also manually by connecting the relevant input
on the automatic pay station control board or via a command from the superior
computer.
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General Maintenance

5.1

Handling the Receipt Printer Paper and the Printer

Changing paper in the printer is one of the most common tasks done by the attending
staff during normal operation. It is a very simple task, however, as the printer is a very
sensitive device, any handling has to be done extremely carefully. Usually, the
paper is changed after the system has displayed the “Lack of paper” message. This
means, the first step is to remove the remaining paper.

5.1.1

Removing the Loaded Paper Roll

First, we will release the paper in the printer by pressing the print head arresting lever.
This will release the print head and, after it has been lifted, we will remove the paper.
We will take the remaining paper and the paper roll out of the paper holder. This is to
be performed by moderate tilting of the holder side plastic parts and by pulling the
remaining paper together with the roll out. Remember to tilt the thermal print head back
and click it into its place until the arresting lever closes.

5.1.2

Loading a New Paper Roll

First, we will load the paper onto the paper holder, again, tilting one of the paper holder
side plastic parts moderately. This will allow us to load the new paper roll properly with
the core matching the protrusions on the paper holder. We will remove any dirt or
stickers from the end of the paper roll, we can also roll out part of the paper and cut it
off. We will check whether the print head is firmly secured by the arresting lever.
Subsequently, we will insert the end of the paper into the insertion opening for paper
feeding. The printer will wind the paper up automatically, a part of the paper will be
rolled out and cut off. The cut paper should be removed. Important notice: Only one
side of thermo paper is sensitive. Therefore, the paper should always be inserted in
such a way to be oriented to the printer from the upper part of the roll!
Paper holder
Paper movement forward + the
cutter
Insertion opening for paper
feeding
Control buttons
Hinged thermal print head
Print head arresting lever

Fig. 27 receipt printer, paper holder,
reduction board
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Under normal conditions, there is no need to change the temperature setting. There
are only two cases when the change of this might be needed: 1) the heater overheats
and the heat fuse switches it off too often and 2) it is too cold inside of the cabinet and
the inner parts become wet due to high condensation. The setting of the temperature
switch is done by turning a round button that is placed on the thermal bimetallic
regulator of the heater. The temperature range is 10-23°C. The printer can print at the
temperature as low as 5°C but, if the temperature falls below this value, condensation
may occur.

5.2.2

Restarting the Heater after the Heat Fuse Switch Off

If the heater stops working but the fan continues to operate, it means the heat fuse of
the heater spiral has switched it off. The heat fuses supplied with heater models
produced until the end of the year 2005 are automatic - i.e. they are able to restart
themselves automatically.
The heat fuse may switch off when the vents are partly or completely covered or the
fan is out of order. Therefore, make sure the vents and air intakes remain always
uncovered and check manually whether the fan works!
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6

Building Arrangement and Installation of the GP4M
Automatic Pay Station

6.1

Building Arrangement and Mechanical Installation

The prerequisite for the installation of the automatic pay station is the creation of a
horizontal concrete base at the site of installation, if possible, in the form of a concrete
block reaching the non-freezing depth made of the B20 concrete mortar. The size of
this concrete base should be 800x800x500mm at minimum – see Fig. 28
The concrete base should be finished about a week before the expected installation
date at the latest to allow for the concrete to mature.
Remember to install 2 pcs of feed through insulators (depending on the required
number of cables) into the concrete base for the power supply cable, communication
cable, etc. The cabling outlet should be located into the intersection of diagonals of
roxor outlets.
The automatic pay station can be also installed on an already existing concrete base
on condition it provides a good-quality, horizontal concrete surface with sufficient
thickness. The outlet of insulators is again in the centre.
We will now place the automatic pay station base on the prepared surface and mark
places for holes. Then, we will drill 4 holes with a drill of 12mm diameter into the
concrete base. We will plant 4 roxors of 10mm diameter with threads into the holes and
anchor them with chemical concrete.
Fig. 28 Dimensions of the GP4M automatic pay station anchorage

We
will
place
the
automatic pay station
base on the roxors and
fasten it from the inside
with M10 nuts placed
over
washers
of
10,4mm. Some minor
insufficiencies
in
the
surface evenness should
be
corrected
using
washers in such a way
the upper level of the aut.
pay station base was
horizontal in two different
directions within the water
level tolerance (the air
bubble
between
markers). Then we will
proceed with the assembly of other parts of the automatic pay station. After the
mechanical installation has been completed, it is important to check whether the device
is firmly fastened to the surface.
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Cables, Feed through Insulators
400mm

Soil
Protective foil

500-600mm

Sand bed

Feed through insulators and cables

Fig. 29 – Feed through insulators layout

As mentioned in the previous paragraph, 2 feed through insulators have to be placed in
the centre of the anchor set prior to covering it with concrete. For cables, thick-walled
plastic feed through insulators of the 50mm diameter are used as the most common.
When laying the feed through insulators into the ground, pull all cables or an auxiliary
wire through the insulators before filling the cable trench with soil/concrete. Important!
Avoid stepping on feed through insulators. Even small damage makes a feed
through insulator completely useless. First, lead the feed through insulators from
the installation site outlets vertically to the depth of at least 40 cm under the level of the
concrete surface. Then, bend the feed trough insulators in an obtuse angle and lead
them horizontally in the required direction. Laying the feed trough insulators in the
appropriate depth not only means meeting the required technical standards but also
preventing them and the cables inside from damage during other operations such as
drilling at the place of installation. Make sure the feed through insulator outlets are
topped with watertight and soiltight covers. Lay the feed through insulators into the
sand bed and cover them with an additional sand layer that is to be at least 5 cm thick.
Cover the sand layer with a plastic foil and then cover with soil Fig. 29
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Connection of the Automatic Pay Station to Electricity

7.1

Connection of the Control Distribution Box Signal Terminals

Fig. 30 The control panel wiring

7.2

Description of the Control Distribution Box Power Terminals

There is a switch in the distribution box which turns off the heater power supply and the
internal power supply. The power indicator light shows whether the switch is ON or
OFF. The power socket is permanently under current regardless of the switch position.
All the terminals described below are connected to phase only. Neutral and ground
cables are connected to the blue and green bridge respectively, next to the terminals.
When connecting any of the powered parts of the system, always use proper cabling
complying with all current standards.
Terminal Signal description

Device

15

phase 230V AC

Incoming phase
conductor

16

phase 230V AC

Heater

17

phase 230V AC

Power supply

18

phase 230V AC

Spare
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Technical Parameters
Product:

GP4M Automatic pay station

Indication:

GP4M

Cabinet dimensions hxwxl

18290x976x583 mm

Weight:
Power supply:

135 kg
AC 230V/6A, st. L+N+PE

Consumption:

Max. 300 W (without the heater)

Power supply set:

TN-S

Protection:

IP 54

Further technical parameters:
Cabinet:
Material:

steel metal plate of 2 mm thickness and
fibreglass of 3.5 mm thickness

Surface treatment:
Colour:

zinc plated + powder coating / Gel coated surface
of 0.5 mm
RAL6029, RAL9006, RAL7043

Front panel illumination:
Accepted coins:

LED bar built-in the aut. pay station roof
16 types (denominations) of one currency

Accepted banknotes (only at Bv model):
8 types (denominations) of one currency
Returned coins:
Receipt printer:

4-6 types at max. (tubes for 120 pcs at max.,
hoppers for 2000 pcs at max.)
thermal, paper width 60mm
thermo paper weight 45-75g/m2

Information interface:

Display TFT 12,1“, 800x600 pixels

Localization:

CZ, PL, GB, DE, ES, RUS, SI, HR, PT and
others

Distribution box – standard features:
power supply switch
distribution terminal box nn
DC power supply:

24V/6,5A; 24V/2,4A

Aut. pay station consumption
without the heater::

150W max as standard

Control unit:
Industrial PC of ITX format
Communication with DSP (PC) Ethernet
Data medium:

bar code ticket/contactless card/magnetic stripe

Optional peripherals:

banknote return, credit card reader
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hoppers, coin validator
audio communication
video communication

Heater
- power consumption

750W, optionally 1200W

- regulation

bimetallic

- thermoregulation extent: 10 - 25°C
External operating temperature ranget:
-20 to +45°C
Software:

8.1

GP4APM application programme

Automatic Pay Station Disposal

Upon the expiration of the automatic pay station service life – the expected service life
of the automatic pay station is 10 years at minimum – the GP4M automatic pay station
has to be disposed of in compliance with the Government decree N. 168/1997Coll. and
in compliance with the effective Waste Act.
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